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"A great book for budding sculptors with ideas for creating sand sculptures at three different levels

of difficulty." Ã¢â‚¬â€• splashesintobooksSculpting sand is fun for kids of all ages Ã¢â‚¬â€•

especially because the magical, mess-free material is easy to handle and can be used over and

over again. This book features guidelines for using sculpting sand to create cute little creatures,

including a crab, lizard, caterpillar, and monkey. Author Terry Taylor provides simple instructions

and lots of colorful pictures for 18 projects, as well as plenty of helpful tips, including suggestions for

tools and techniques.Projects with one star are the easiest and ideal for beginners. Two-star

projects are a little more complex, and the ones with three stars are the most advanced. Kids can

build their sculpting expertise with simpler figures such as the clown, octopus, and butterfly and then

move on to the frog, dragon, and peacock. Meanwhile, they'll develop skills that will help them

express their personal creativity.
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It's like a day at the beach in your own home!Sculpting sand is fun for kids of all

agesÃ¢â‚¬â€•especially because the magical, mess-free material is easy to handle and can be used

over and over again. This book features guidelines for using sculpting sand to create cute little

creatures, including a crab, lizard, caterpillar, and monkey. Author Terry Taylor provides simple

instructions and lots of colorful pictures for 18 projects, as well as plenty of helpful tips, including

suggestions for tools and techniques.Projects with one star are the easiest and ideal for beginners.

Two-star projects are a little more complex, and the ones with three stars are the most advanced.



Kids can build their sculpting expertise with simpler figures such as the clown, octopus, and butterfly

and then move on to the frog, dragon, and peacock. Meanwhile, they'll develop skills that will help

them express their personal creativity.See every Dover book in print atwww.doverpublications.com

Designer and illustrator Terry Taylor lives and works in Westchester County, just north of New York

City. She received her BA in Fine Arts from the State University of New York at Oswego and has

more than 24 years of experience in creating unique designs and illustrations for children and

adults. Her specialty is dimensional clay artwork.

A great book for budding sculptors with ideas for creating sand sculptures at three different levels of

difficulty. There are six easy, seven middle and five harder different projects. Guidance on tools,

supplies, techniques and tips are given before the projects. The projects instructions are clearly

given, step by step, complete with photographs of what should be done at each step.Most projects

have eight steps (the exceptions to this are the octopus which only has seven whilst the peacock

has sixteen!) On many of the projects there may be helpful tips or possible extension ideas that

could be used. These projects are ones children will find appealing and be inspired by and there is

nothing to stop readers finding alternative media in which to carry them out, too!Thanks to the

author and publishers for allowing me to read an advanced copy of this in exchange for this, an

honest review.

Given To Me For An Honest ReviewSand Play! by Terry Taylor is a book that belongs on every

bookshelf and every classroom. It has great ideas for making different sand projects. There are six

easy, 7 medium and 5 harder projects to choose from. Included for each one are a guide for the

tools necessary, supplies, techniques and tips are given before each project. There are pictures of

what each project should look like. But, of course children can just do what they want and create

their own design. I recommend this to everyone and for every bookshelf. I look for more by Terry

Taylor.
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